(H) The von Neumann algebra VN(G) is not purely atomic.
This same hypothesis, which implies noncompactness, was used in [2] for another construction. A list of groups satisfying (H) is given in [2] . An example of a noncompact unimodular group which does not satisfy (H) is given in [1] and [7] . This example, as shown in [9] and in [13] does not satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. It seems possible that, for unimodular groups, (H) is necessary as well as sufficient for the existence of functions of B p which vanish at infinity and are not in A. We also do not know whether, for nonunimodular groups condition (H) is sufficient and/or necessary to yield the conclusion of the theorem.
The techniques used in this paper are related to those developed in [2] which in turn are related to the techniques of [4] .
2* Preliminaries* The main device in proof of the theorem consists in transferring certain techniques of the theory of Fourier series on commutative compact groups to the present context. The simplest commutative infinite compact group is the Cantor group D which we define as the product D = ΠΓ=i {""!> !}*> °ί countably many multiplicative groups of two elements. The character group D of D can be simply described: first we have the Rademacher functions r ά (t) -Sj for t -{Sj} e D, which are simply the projections of an element into its y-th coordinate. The functions r ό are of course characters of D and also independent random variables with zero mean. All characters w of D may be obtained then as finite products of Rademacher functions. (D) , with bounded norms, and that if Σβ) = + oo, φ n (t) converges to zero almost everywhere. For a more detailed proof cfr. [5, Th. 3.2. and Th. 4.1.] .
We shall describe now the machinery which will allow us to bring to bear upon our problem ideas, results and techniques pertaining to Fourier analysis on the Cantor group. An analogous machinery was used in [2] First of all, since we assume that G is unimodular, we can make use, as in [2] , of the canonical gace space VN(G) , tr), defined for a unimodular group G, by I. E. Segal [11] , and extensively studied by R. A. Kunze [8] and W. F Stinespring [12] . We refer to the cited papers and to [2] for the statements of the results needed here. We recall only that A(G) is the image under an "inverse Fourier transform" of the space U{Γ) of the operators which are measurable with respect to VN and "absolutely integrable" with respect to the trace tr. The trace is defined as tr(P) = ||/|| 2 L2( G) , when P is a projection and P = L f (left convolution by /), with feL 2 (G), and tr(P) = oo, otherwise. The fact that G satisfies property (H), which will be always assumed from now on, implies that there exists a projection P, of finite positive trace, which contains no minimal projections of VN. By choosing an appropriate multiple of the Haar measure on G, we may assume that tr(P) = 1. (If G is discrete we may take P to be the identity and thus keep the usual normalization for the Haar measure of G). Since P contains no minimal projections, for each θ, 0 < θ < 1, there exists a subprojection Q θ £ P such that tr(Q θ ) = θ. This is proved just as in the commutative case when instead of projections one deals with measurable sets containing no atom for a given measure (cfr. [2] ). Using this fact we construct a sequence of partitions of P as indicated in [2] . That is, we let π n = {P nl , •••,
We also require that π n+1 partitions each of the projections of π % into two projections of equal trace. We define now the Rademacher operators {R n }n =ι and the Walsh operators {W n }ζ =0 as in [2] , starting from the partitions {πj. Recall that R % = ΣMΛ-l) k+1 P n k, where π n = {P nι , ..., P^}, and the projections of π n are indexed so that P Λ _ lffc = P n , 2k^ + P n , 2k for k = 1, , 2 ~1. Recall also that W o = P and the Walsh operators W n are finite products of the Rademacher operators R n , in such a way that
. Λ v The sequence {W n }^= 0 is an orthonormal system in L\Γ) which will be referred to as the Walsh system.
We define then the operators g" T) and μ(A) = tr(QΓ) where ie^ and Qeg'ίFΛΓ) is the projection corresponding to A. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of μ with respect to m is a function in I/(X, Λ€, m) which will be denoted by g?(T). It is clear that %?(T) can be identified with an element of U{Γ). Furthermore ^.(g?(Γ)) = £?(gΓ H (Γ)) = if n (Γ). Since ^(Γ) is a limit in Z/CΓ) of linear combinations of the projections P nj , we also have
\\&n(T)-&(T)\\ LHΓ)
^0.
3* The main theorem* We now have all the ingredients for the proof of our result.
THEOREM.
There exists a positive definite function f e B(G) which is not in A(G) and such that lim a ._ >co f(x) = 0
Proof. Let {oc ά } be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers, bounded by one, and satisfying lim a ό = 0 and Σ a ) = °°. Let D be the Cantor group. For each t = {ε,} eD we shall construct inductively a sequence fi of positive definite elements of A(G), which converge uniformly to an element peB p .
We shall prove that for some 16D, pi A(G). We construct fi as the Fourier transform
. We refer to [11, p. 47] for properties of the transform Γ" of an element T of L ι {Γ). We let F, = F[ = P for each ί e Zλ The operators ί 7^ will have the form Π l = Π (P + r ijfc (ί)^Λ ίjk ) , for ί = {r,(ί)} 6 D , where the sequence j k will be determined inductively. Together with the sequence F ι n we shall construct a sequence of compact sets K n , which will be used in the induction procedure. We let K 1 = {xeG:\Fι(x) Since UL K+1 2 {»: \(FUιT(%)\ ^ ^r.+i/^}, we can say that for all n and I fί(x) \ = I (FίΓ(«) I £ a, for aj g iΓ, .
Since for t = (r^ί)} e D,
*ϊ = Π (P + r h (t)^R h ) ,
it follows that Fi is a positive element of the commutative algebra &(VN) and tτ(Fβ = tr(P) = 1. We show now that /£ converges uniformly (and hence weak*) to a positive definite function /* e B p . Let e > 0 and w be such that 2a n < ε. Then for all positive integers p,
On the other hand if xeK n and i ^ 0, then cc e iΓ^+ i , and hencê
Oίί+i
Thus for αeiL Λ
IΛ(») -fU P (χ)\ £ Σ I/U») -/U + i(*)l ^ -Ŵ
e conclude that /^ is uniformly Cauchy and converges, uniformly and weak*, to a positive definite function p e B P . Since 1 = tr(i^) = fi(l) converges to /*(1), we have that \\f t \\ Bo = 1.
It remains to prove that for at least some teD, f*ίA{G). Suppose that for all ί, /' e A(G). We let F* be the element of L ι (Γ) such that triL^F 1 ) = f\z). We consider now an application Θ mapping &(VN) onto L°°(Z>) and gf (L 1 ) onto L\D). We simply define Θ W n = wjt), where the wjf) are the Walsh functions and extend Θ linearly and by continuity (weak* continuity for VN). 2 We denote by X the subspace of LT(D) which is the image under Θ of {gf(T): TeCf(G)}. Let β jk = a k /2 and β h -0 if h = j fc , and construct the functions $ Λ as in the Lemma. Then fc^β + t) = Π and φ k = φ jn for j n k< j n + Let Γ be an arbitrary element of C*(G), then n+ι .
tr(F'Γ) = lim tr(^T) = lim tτ(Fl&(T))
n n
where wel is the element u = Θ$f(T). On the other hand (cfr. the Lemma) the functions φ n converge weak* (with respect to C(D)) to the measure μ. Thus μ is a singular measure, because Σ ( α */2) 8 = + oo, and lim % μ(wj = 0. Since 0 n is a partial sum of the series of μ f lim» ||$» -/ell*, == 0. This means that the operator on L\D) of convolution by φ n approaches in norm the operator of convolution by μ. This implies that lim \\φ^u -μ*u\\ L 2 ω) = 0 n It follows that 7 ) =\imφ n *u(t) = j C the last equality holding for almost every teD. Since G is separable the unit sphere of VN is metrisable in the strong operator topology. 3 Therefore given one of the Walsh operators W f there exists a sequence T n of elements of C*, of norm less than or equal to one, which converges to W in the strong operator topology. Let u n = θ&iTJt then u n converges to w in the weak* topology of L°°(D), 
1/1
But tr(F*Γ Λ ) = μ*ujt) a.e., and convolution by a bounded measure is a weak* continuous map of L°°{D) into L°°(D). Thus lim Λ μ*^% = /**w in the weak* topology of L°°. On the other hand μ*u n (t) converges pointwise to tr^W), except for those ί which belong to the set {teDitriFΎ^ΦμxuJt) for some %}. Since this set is the countable union of sets of zero measure, μ*u n (t)-+tr(F t T) a.e., and hence μ^u n -^tv (F t T) in the weak* topology of L 00
, from which it follows that tr(F*W) -μ*w(t), a.e., and, since the Walsh functions are denumerable,
except for a negligible set of teD.
We fix t e D so that the above identity holds. It follows that tr^TFJ = ΦUwJw^t) if n < 2 J '« and gf XFO -Fl This means that lim Λ Fl = &(F<) in L^Γ), but if this were the case the functions φl would converge in L\D) which is impossible because they are the partial sums of the FourierStieltjes series of the singular measure μ\ defined by μ\E) = μ(E +1). We conclude that for at least one t the function /* cannot be in A(G) and the proof is complete. Aknowledgement* In several earlier versions of this paper the proof that the positive definite function constructed was not in A(G), was incomplete. We are grateful to the referee and/or to Bernard Russo for carefully detecting missing steps and hidden hypothesis. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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